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Abstract— Long Term Evolution (LTE) supports closed-loop
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) techniques, as a mechanism to improve system performance. An open topic since the
appearance of MIMO is whether the feedback load, that is
required for its operation, compensates the performance improvement in practical systems. The availability of full Channel State
Information at the Transmitter (CSIT) induces a large feedback
load, so that any Partial CSIT scheme has a better chance to
be considered in practical systems. This paper presents an LTEMAC design for MIMO Multiuser transmission where Partial
CSIT is required. The aim is to achieve simultaneous downlink
transmissions to multiple users. Mathematical expressions are
provided for the performance evaluation in terms of the system
sum rate and throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1] is one of the most innovative cellular systems that has been recently specified
to meet the increasing performance requirements of mobile
broadband [2]. The fundamental targets of this technology are
to improve the coverage and system capacity while reducing
the connection and operator costs by employing all the cutting
edge technologies, like the Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) and the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) techniques [3], among others.
The integration of MIMO within LTE supports the incorporation of transmission schemes such as transmit diversity,
spatial multiplexing and beamforming [4]. Although several
MIMO schemes are provisioned in the LTE standard, the
specific technique to be applied in each case has been left open
in the standard [5], so that each manufacturer/operator may
decide on the most suitable option for its scenario/application
demands [6].
The most attractive downlink options of MIMO need full
CSIT before the transmission starts, which is a handicap due
to the feedback load in the Uplink [7]. This problem is even
larger in the Multiuser scenarios (e.g., cellular systems), as the
CSIT from each user is unaffordable [8]. The application of
non-CSIT MIMO schemes in Multiuser scenarios does not
provide the required boost in data rate and throughput, so
that the partial-CSIT MIMO schemes will be the most implemented ones. The Multibeam Opportunistic Beamforming
(MOB) is one of the highest performance and low complexity
partial-CSIT schemes in literature [9]. It exploits the multiuser
availability and it can provide service to several users at the
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same time, frequency and code through the transmission over
several beams.
For any proposal to be included in LTE, a Medium Access
Control (MAC) design must be formulated showing the symbols flow and their distribution over the LTE resources [10].
This paper tackles the MOB scheme and how to include it in
the LTE standard. We will design a MAC scheme where the
main challenge is the allocation of resources for the feedback
load in the uplink and the data flow in the downlink. The
objective is to achieve the largest efficiency of the employed
resources. As the Transmission Mode (TM-5) in the LTE
specifications is devoted for MIMO Multiuser [11], we will
adapt it to our objectives, being backward compatible with
the LTE standard in any change we introduce.
In this paper, we mathematically formulate the achievable
data rate and throughput for our MAC proposal within LTE.
The closed form expressions show the impact of each parameter in the system performance. The results from equations are
later compared to computer simulations for an LTE scenario,
where we see a very close behaviour between the mathematical
equations and the simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section
II deals with the system model, the beamforming transmission
technique at the physical layer, and the Adaptive Modulation
and Coding scheme (AMC). A description of the proposed
multiuser MAC scheme together with the throughput analysis
is presented in section III, followed by the simulations and
numerical results in section IV. The paper ends with the
conclusions in section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We focus on the LTE downlink channel, where the OFDMA
subcarriers are organized into resource blocks RBs with zero
interference among them. OFDM guarantees no interference
among the RBs. A multiple antenna downlink scenario is
considered where the eNB transmitter is equipped with nt
transmit antennas to serve K users, where it is assumed that
K ≥ nt . To achieve lower complexity and implementation
cost at the receiver side, we assume single antenna at each
UE. Let x(t) be the nt × 1 transmitted vector, then the k th
user received signal yk (t) is given by
yk (t) = hk (t)x(t) + zk (t)

(1)
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where zk (t) is an additive independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex noise component with zero mean and
2
variance E{|zk | } = σ 2 . A channel h1×nt between each of the
users and the eNB is considered, following the specular model
[12] for flat fading outdoor channel, which is assumed to keep
constant through the coherence time Tc and independently
changes between consecutive time intervals. A total transmit
power constraint of Pt = 1 is considered and for ease of
notation, time index is dropped whenever possible.
The channel between the k th user and the eNB is defined
as

P
1 
hk = √
γk,p a(θk,p )
P p=1

(2)

where P is the number of paths the signal is assumed to follow
from the eNB to the user k. θk,p is the angle of incidence of
these paths, which are assumed to have gaussian
  distribution
2
with mean θk and angle spread of AS = E(θk,p − θk  ).
γk,p is the gain of the pth path seen by the k th user, which
is a zero mean complex gaussian distributed random variable.
and a(θk,p ) is the steering vector defined as:


d cos(θk,p )
(nt −1)d cos(θk,p )
λ
λ
, .., exp−j2π
a(θk,p ) = 1, exp−j2π

the transmitted signal that encloses the data symbols can be
expressed as
nt
1 
x= √
bm sm
(4)
nt m=1
where sm is the data symbol for the mth selected user and
bm is the normalized transmission beam, so that the term √1nt
makes the transmitted power to be unity.
This system has a major drawback that each generated beam
causes an interference on non-intended users1 . The received
SNIR value for the k th user that is served by the mth beam
is formulated as
SN IRk,m =

σ2 +

2
1
nt |hk bm |
nt
2
1
v=m nt |hk bv |

(5)

where a uniform power allocation among all the users is
considered. The Cumulative Density Function (CDF) for the
serving SNIR is formulated as [8]

K
exp −nt γσ 2
(6)
F (γ) = 1 −
n −1
(1 + γ) t

(3)
where d is the distance between the antennas at the eNB and
λ is the wavelength.

Within this scheme there exists the possibility that no user
selects the mth beam or all the SNIR values for that beam
are below the minimum threshold for correct detection at the
receiver side, thus reducing the achievable system sum rate.

The transmitter delivers service to a maximum of nt simultaneous users in each RB. Thus the transmitted signal x
encloses the uncorrelated data symbols sk to each one of the
2
selected users with E{|sk | } = 1.

B. Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC)

A. Multibeam Opportunistic Beamforming (MOB)
One of the major low complexity transmission techniques
in multiuser MIMO scenarios is the MOB technique [13],
which aims to improve the system performance by enabling
the transmitter at the eNB to serve several users at the same
time, through generating several beams at the eNB. In order
to maintain the lowest interference between the served users,
the generated beams have to be orthogonal which restricts the
eNB transmitter to generate a maximum of nt beams, and it
disables any user to obtain more than one beam at a time [8].
The procedure is that, at the beginning of the transmission
process, a reference predefined training sequence is transmitted
from the eNB and over each one of the available beams; each
user in the system calculates its received Signal to Noise and
Interference Ratio (SNIR) value corresponding to each beam,
and feeds back the maximum measured SNIR value with an
integer for the corresponding beam index. The eNB selects the
user that has the largest SNIR for each one of the beams (i.e.,
opportunistic scheduling), and the data flow starts.
This multibeam strategy extracts the spatial multiplexing
gain by serving several users at the same time achieving high
system sum rate. If nt users are selected for transmission,
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Within AMC, the transmitter tracks the changes and fluctuations of a wireless channel, and adapts its employed modulation and code to the channel characteristics, where the
employed modulation has to be carefully selected to meet
a predefined Symbol Error Rate (SER) value. If we assume
that R different modulation and coding schemes are available,
then the instantaneous SNIR values are divided into R regions
with thresholds defined as [γ1 , ., γR ], so if the measured SNIR
value lies within the rth region (γr ≤ SN IR < γr+1 )
only the modulation and coding scheme corresponding to that
interval can be employed. Using the CDF given in Eqn.(6),
the probability that a user lies within the rth region can be
obtained as
P (r) = F (γr+1 ) − F (γr )

(7)

The partial CSIT concept of AMC is that, as the SNIR
value for each user lies within a predefined range, then the
user has only to feedback the AMC interval index (through
the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)), and not the SNIR value
itself, thus reducing the number of required bits to feedback
the SNIR value, and increasing the resources efficiency. The
AMC intervals are shown in Table I for the LTE system.
1 Although the beams (b) are orthogonal, their flows in the channel (hb)
are not orthogonal [9].
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CQI index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

AMC
Efficiency ζ (bps/Hz)
No service
0
QPSK, 1/4
0.55
QPSK, 1/3
0.835
QPSK, 1/2
1.12
QPSK, 2/3
1.35
QPSK, 3/4
1.69
16-QAM, 1/4
1.98
16-QAM, 1/3
2.56
16-QAM, 1/2
3.045
16-QAM, 2/3
3.43
16-QAM, 3/4
3.815
64-QAM, 1/4
4.2
64-QAM, 1/3
4.585
64-QAM, 1/2
4.97
64-QAM, 2/3
5.355
64-QAM, 3/4
5.75
Table I: AMC intervals in LTE

SNIR (dB)
<-6.7
-6.7
-4.7
-2.3
0.2
2.4
4.3
5.9
8.1
10.3
11.7
14.1
16.3
18.7
21
22.7

Fig. 1.

III. M ULTIUSER MAC L AYER S CHEME
In this section we will present the proposed MAC scheme
that accounts for the inclusion of the MOB transmission
technique in the LTE standard, that aims to support multiuser
downlink transmission. We will show that the required modifications are back-compatible with the LTE standard.
A. Multiuser MAC Algorithm description
The aim of the proposed scheme is to exploit the Multiuser
MIMO capabilities, and to opportunistically assign service to
the user with the highest SNIR value per beam. These users
will share the downlink resource blocks via the MOB transmission technique, thus maximizing the system throughput. This
section will explain how MOB technique described in section
II fits within the LTE system, while being back-compatible.
In each frame scheduling time TF the eNB generates nt
random beams and sends cell specific reference signals over
each one of the nt beams. This is performed to support
channel estimation and enabling each user to calculate its
received SNIR value for each one of the nt beams [15].
After that, the user selects the beam showing the largest SNIR
value and searches the AMC interval where it falls. Then the
corresponding CQI value plus an identifier for the beam index
are fed back to the eNB.
Based on the CQI feedback, the eNB selects the user with
the highest CQI on each beam, determines the appropriate
modulation and coding scheme, and then transmits simultaneously the data for all the selected users. Finally, each user
receives its data and sends an ACK indicator to acknowledge
the correct reception [10].
LTE supports Multiuser MIMO within the Transmission
Mode (TM-5) [11], where the user is asked to report 1-bit
rank Indicator (RI), 3-bits Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI)
together with 4-bits CQI [11], which add up to a total of
8 bits from each user. Our scheme requires to feedback
4 + log2 (nt ) bits from each user, 4 of them for the CQI
and the log2 (nt ) as the beam index (i.e., when the eNB
is equipped with 2 transmit antennas the UE has to feedback
1-bit, 2-bits for 4 transmit antennas, and so on). Any number
of antennas at the eNB can be considered within our proposal,
but MIMO commercial deployment results have shown that the
best results are obtained by using only a subset of 2 antennas
to provide service to 2 users at each time, code and frequency
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LTE Frame structure.

block, and any increase in the number of serviced users shows
negligible benefit as the multiplexing gain will not compensate
the problem of interference and channel correlations. Therefore we will consider that two beams are generated, where
our scheme saves 3 bits. Obviously, increasing the number
of considered beams would decrease the amount of saved
feedback bits. We will assume to use both CQI and PMI, while
the RI is saved.
The proposed LTE frame is shown in Fig. (1), where the
first OFDM symbols are reserved for control signaling within
each frame duration, while the data packets are organized into
V transport blocks available for transmission. Notice that if
the length of the data to be transmitted is greater than the
maximum transport block length, segmentation is done at the
Radio Link Control (RLC) layer [14]. Reference signals (RS)
are sent over each Transmission Time Intervals (TTI) within
the frame from the nt beams to keep the compatibility with
the standard [15]. We assume that whenever the SNIR is above
the minimum threshold, we have error free data transmission,
so that the Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) retransmissions
are not considered within the analysis nor the simulations.
B. System Sum Rate
As our proposal is based on AMC, then the achievable data
rate is affected by the instantaneous reported SNIR values and
their allocation to the different AMC intervals. Furthermore as
we stated in section II, the system sum rate is also affected if
no user selects a given beam for transmission. The probability
that there is a transmission on a given beam equals the
probability that at least one user selects a given beam, which
can be described as

K
1
Prbeam = 1 − 1 −
(8)
nt
Thus, using the formulated CDF in section II and Eqn.(8), the
achievable sum Data Rate (DR) we calculate it as
K 

R
1
ζ(r) [Fγ (γr+1 )−Fγ (γr )]
DR = BW nt 1− 1−
nt
r=1
(9)
where ζ is the spectral efficiency of bps/Hz and for each one
of the AMC intervals from Table I; while BW is the available
bandwidth that is composed of Q RBs. Using Eqns. (6) and
(9), we represent the average system sum rate with all the
involved parameters in the top of next page.
C. System Throughput
In order to make a fair comparison in terms of the data
rate of MOB to other schemes in the literature and/or the
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DR = BW nt

K

1
1− 1−
nt

R

r=1

⎧
⎨
ζ(r)

⎩

1−

e−nt γr+1 σ
(1 + γr+1 )

standard, the feedback load must be included in the data rate
formulation. An interesting metric is the throughput (T h) that
accounts for the effective rate at which the data can be sent
through a communication channel, taking into consideration
the control signaling and feedback overhead. Remember that
the MOB scheme is based on the availability of several users
and on selecting the one with the largest SNIR value for
each beam, thus increasing the number of available users
would increase MOB performance but at the expenses of larger
feedback load in the system. Beside the improvement in DR,
the operator is also interested by the resources it has to employ
in order to achieve such an improvement.
We formulate a metric that jointly accounts for the control
signaling (i.e., PDCCH, RS, etc.), the header within the
PDSCH (i.e., MAC, RLC, etc.), and the feedback as CQI, PMI
and ACK in the performance evaluation. Even the feedback
load is sent via the PUCCH [15] and not on the same downlink
shared channel, but it should be included in the performance
evaluation.
As the proposed downlink frame is organized into Q RBs
in frequency domain and a scheduling period of TF , then a
total number of resource elements (REtot = 12 · Q · 14 · TF )
exists within each frame, where a resource element can be
defined as one allocated subcarrier in one OFDM symbol. As
we stated earlier a number of the available REs are reserved
for the downlink control signaling (REDLC ); while (REU LC )
are composed of the bits employed for the feedback in the
physical channel PUCCH and they must be included in our
calculations, making the percentage of REs available for data
transmission REdata to be formulated as
REdata =

(REtot − REDLC )
(REtot + REU LC )

(11)

where REU LC is sent each frame duration (TF ). To mathematically formulate REU LC notice that it consists of CQI
bits (bCQI ), PMI bits (bP M I ) and ACK bits (bACK ) all of
them modulated into QPSK complex symbols (i.e., 2 bits per
symbol) before mapping them into REs [14]. Then we obtain
REU LC as
K · bCQI + K · bP M I + nt · bACK
REU LC =
(12)
2
where K is the number of users in the system and nt selected
users at the same frame. It remains to obtain the expression
for the number B of bits sent within each frame through the
PDSCH, that using the previous expression we express it as
B = DR

(REtot − REDLC )
TF
REtot

(13)

where the DR is given in Eqn.(10). Bh bits out of B are
employed as header (i.e., MAC, RLC, etc) and looking to
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K

2

nt −1


− 1−

e−nt γr σ
(1 + γr )

2

K

nt −1

⎫
⎬
⎭

Fig. (1), we formulate them as


Bh = T CP + P DCP + V RLC + M AC + CRC

(10)

(14)

With all above expressions, we can state the throughput
expression as


Bh
(15)
REdata
T h = DR 1 −
B
IV. S IMULATIONS AND R ESULTS
In order to check the behavior of the proposed scheme
within LTE, its performance is presented by Monte Carlo computer simulations. A multiuser MIMO scenario is considered
where the eNB transmitter is equipped with any number of
antennas, but only 2 beams are generated and a total number
of K = 15 users are available in the cell. All the users are
assumed to have the same average channel characteristics, and
showing the same distribution for the maximum SNR value,
so that each user has the same probability to be selected.
If this is not the case (e.g. heterogeneous users distribution
in the cell, with some users far from the eNB), then a
channel normalization (e.g. division by the path loss) can be
accomplished for such a scenario.
Within the semi-persistent scheduling, the transmitted data
in terms of transport blocks are organized into frames of
TF = 20ms duration, and the selected users through MOB are
assigned the whole resource blocks within the 20 ms interval.
The control information (scheduling information) for all the
selected users are transmitted via PDCCH within the first
OFDM symbol. The data headers such as PDCP, RLC and
MAC for all the selected users are transmitted within each
transport block on the PDSCH. It is assumed that the system
is saturated, so that there is always available packets for all the
associated users. The simulation parameters are summarized
in Table II.
We will compare three different schemes. The first one is
the benchmark single serviced user scheme, where one beam
is generated at the transmitter to serve only one randomly
Parameter
Single-user
Bandwidth
3MHz
Number of subcarriers
180
Number of RBs
15
20ms
Frame duration
Transmitted power
1W
Max.size of transport block
6144
Control signaling overhead
8.4%
8 bytes
TCP-IP header
PDCP header
4 bytes
RLC header
2 bytes
2 bytes
MAC header
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check)
3 bytes
CQI
4 bits / 20ms
PMI-beam index
ACK
1 bit / 4ms
Table II: LTE Simulation parameters.

Two-users
3MHz
180
15
20ms
1W
6144
23.9%
16 bytes
8 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes
6 bytes
8 bits / 20ms
1 bit / 20ms / user
1 bit / 4ms / user
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5.5
Average Throughput (Mbps)

selected user, so that after the eNB randomly selects a user
for transmission, that user will feedback a CQI based on its
measured Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) value to allow the eNB
to apply AMC; this strategy is the one with lowest feedback
requirement. The second scheme is the opportunistic single
user service, where only one beam is generated and each user
in the system feeds back its CQI then the eNB selects the
best user. Lastly, the third one is our proposed scheme where
the eNB generates two orthogonal beams, each user feeds back
the CQI and PMI corresponding to the selected beam, then the
eNB selects the best user for each one of the beams. Notice
that AMC is employed according to Table I within the LTE
systems.

5

4.5

3.5

3

2.5

The throughput performance of the three schemes is shown
in Fig. (2) for a scenario with a variable number of active
users. All the systems use the same energy restriction for a
fair comparison in performance. The figure illustrates that our
proposal outperforms the opportunistic single user scenario
(i.e., scheme 2) for realistic number of users. Although our
scheme induces a feedback load that enlarges as the number
of users increases together with control signaling, but it is
obvious that also greater diversity and multiplexing gain are
obtained, which translates into a larger system throughput.
Notice that the figure shows very good matching between the
simulations and the mathematically obtained results.
6

Two opportunistically selected users
One opportunistically selected user
One randomly selected user

4

0

10

20

30

40
50
Angle Spread

60
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80

90

Fig. 3. Throughput comparison for the different angle spread values within
an LTE scenario

feedback payload at the MAC layer to simultaneously serve
many users, it shows improved performance compared to
single user techniques, while being back-compatible with the
LTE specs. We formulate the throughput of our proposal
through closed form expressions that match the computerbased simulations.
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Finally, to present the performance of our proposed scheme
within different environments. Fig. (3) displays the throughput
for different values of angle spread (AS) when there are 10
active users in the system, which shows the good performance
of our scheme for all kinds of AS (i.e., covering both indoor
and outdoor channels).
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we present a new MAC scheme that supports
Multiuser MIMO transmission, which is combined with MOB
and AMC at the physical layer. To exploit the capabilities
of the Multiuser MIMO scenario, opportunistic selection of
the best set of users for transmission is accomplished. The
simulation results show that although our scheme requires
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